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Trade Union Consultation Meeting 

Wednesday, 18 March 2021, 10.30am, Microsoft Teams 

Decision Notes and Actions Arising 

 

Attendees LBE Trade Unions Apologies 

 Julie Mimnagh, Chair 

Iona McKinnon, Note taker  

Presenting Officers 

Helen Ugwu 

Jane Parsley 

Lucy Nutt 

Flora Stevens 

Suzy Francis 

Marcus Harvey 

Ferah Mustafa 

 

Anna Woodcock (GMB) 

Denise Handscomb-Teagle (GMB) 

Christine Sesstein (Unison) 

Veralyn Bent (Unison) 

 

 

Terry Smith (Unite) 
John Colquhoun (GMB) 
Tracey Adnan (Unison) 
Paul Bishop (Unison) 
Nadine Clark  

  OWNER 

1 Occupational Therapist Degree Apprenticeship  

 

Helen Ugwu/Jane Parsley presented 

Occupational Therapist apprenticeships are a 3-year work based training programme, 

combining practical training in a job with study. This is a level 6 course resulting in the 

learner achieving a BSc (Hons) Occupational Therapy Degree. 

Apprenticeships are an opportunity for the Adult Social Care to grow its own 
Occupational Therapist force and develop talent in-house that we can be confident in.  
 
This career progression is a pathway for non-qualified staff directly employed by the 

local authority, giving them the opportunity to obtain a professional qualification, 

funded by the Apprenticeship Levy, whilst remaining in full-time employment. 

The cost of the OT Apprenticeship programme is £24,000 (per candidate for a 3-year 
programme) these costs will be paid via the apprenticeship levy.   
 

The first cohort of learners are anticipated to start in September 2021. In some 

regions variations of the programme have been implemented already. 

Establishing Occupational Therapist apprenticeship posts would support the council’s 

investment in staff and enable Adult Social Care to have influence and help shape the 

next generation of Occupational Therapists. It is anticipated that these posts will be 

part of the response to recruitment and retention challenges. 
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There were no questions but, TA commented that this sounds like a good opportunity. 

JM agreed and explained that they struggle to recruit qualified OT’s and there is a 

national shortage, so this is a good step forward.  

JM asked TU members to come back with any questions/ comments by Tuesday 23rd. 

HU explained staff briefings will begin on Thursday 25th of March. 

TU’s will come contact HU with any questions or objections by Monday, 21 

March 2021 

2 School and Early Years Improvement Services (SEYIS)  

 

Lucy Nutt/Flora Stevens presented 

This re-design has been informed by the following principles:  

• establishing a sustainable service structure that can achieve full cost recovery; 

• ensuring delivery of statutory responsibilities; 

• focussing on outcomes of children and young people; 

• responding to the feedback and needs of schools within the borough; and 

• delivering savings as necessitated by reduced income. 

It is proposed to: 

• Schools Forum have decided to remove £204,000 as a contribution to the 
SEYIS team to support the school improvement function.  This leaves a 
considerable budget shortfall.  School improvement is a vital service for the 
borough to support schools in difficulty and support improving attainment in 
Enfield schools.  Headteachers have asked for a different model of provision. 

 

• Some traded services are not currently viable in that they do not meet the 
costs of providing the service.  These are the Careers Service and the CLC 
team.    There is reduced demand which will lead to further loss, so those 
teams would be in the scope of this restructure. 
 

• Traded services that achieve full cost recovery are not in the scope of this 
review. 

 

• The Professional Learning team is a critical part of the service offer to schools 
and faces competition from other providers.  It does, however, need to meet 
the costs of providing this service. 
 

• A component of the Post 16 Pathways is focused on SEN commissioning, 
work experience and grant funded adult learning.  These are a combination of 
full cost recovery and grants and will therefore not fall under the scope of this 
review. 
 

• Post 16 Enrichment if funded by a traded offer and a small amount of DSG 
and will not form part of this review. 
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• There needs to be clarity over the leadership of the borough’s work and 
support for early years. 
 

• There needs to be clarity regarding role titles and the work undertaken by the 
service.   

 

• There is a gap in support for schools in terms of safeguarding advice, support 
and guidance. 

 

• There is a gap in support for schools in terms of the wider inclusion agenda. 
 

• There is a gap in support for the Service in its reach to schools regarding 
marketing and communication, which requires admin support.  This post has 
been agreed by the Director of Education.  

 

• Delete the role of the Head of Curriculum and Standards.   

• Create two new Senior Adviser roles with a maximum of two direct reports and 

oversight of the external consultants list. 

• A new job description (JD) and person specification has been drawn up to 

take account of the responsibilities and feedback from headteachers.   

• Remove the current SIA role (3.4 FTE). 

• Change the line management of the two Early Years Teaching and Learning 

Advisers to Early Years Manager and cease suing those roles to support SIA 

work. 

• Cease using the SEN roles as school improvement advisers. 

• Moderation activities will be carried out by a casual worker / consultant 

reporting to one of the new senior adviser posts. 

• Create a new post of a Safeguarding and Inclusion Lead, with a new JD and 

person specification.  

• Use the 0.4 RSE/PHSE post to cover the Holiday Activity and Food project 

• The following four CLC posts are deleted, ceasing on the 31st August 2021. 

• The vacant Manager post is deleted. 

• LBE IT service will look at redeployment possibilities. 

• 3.02 FTE careers advisers (SO2), 0.5 FTE team leader (PO2) that are the 

traded service will be deleted. 

• 1 FTE MM2 post deleted, which is management of SEN careers and traded 

work 

• 3 posts will be created 1 FTE team leader (PO2) (0.5 from the traded element 

and 0.5 currently statutory), 2 FTE scale 5 admin to complete the statutory 

tracking 

• 2 FTE SEN careers advisers stay in the service, with a largely unchanged job 

description (attached).  These posts will be funded from the high needs block 

(cost saving of £86,000 from this service.). 

• The external data analysis (statutory tracking) would remain unchanged – 

provided by Career Vision (funded from Data and Insight Team).  

• The transport element of the SLA is reviewed. 
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• The management of the swimming team will remain within SEYIS, managed 

temporarily by a consultant or SLA agreement 

TA asked LN about the CLC, and whether they will be going into a traded service. LN 

explained that she spoke with David Shimkus and the IT service, and David is happy 

to speak with these staff about their CV’s and provide access to the microsite with 

jobs. LN also spoke with Cheryl Headon who’s Head of Traded Services. LN 

explained that the three roles which are going out into schools may be able to go into 

the traded services, although one person will be going for a secondment. It is not 

definite whether this will happen but LN informed TU members that there is still 

consultation time to get this sorted. 

PB explained that he cannot currently make a definitive decision as this is a 

complicated report. PB asked for a list of all affected staff who are at risk and asked 

LN how many redundancies she expects to make. LN replied that if all affected staff 

are made redundant then this will be 4.4 in the SIA team, 4 in the CLC team, 5 in the 

careers service. PB also questioned what type of officers will be affected in the career 

services. LN replied that it will be those who provide independent advice and 

guidance. So those delivering career advice in schools and the management will be 

affected as the schools have decided to go elsewhere for this. 

TA raised a section of the report which explained that the advice schools are 

receiving doesn’t have the LBE assurance and asked LN to elaborate on this. LN 

explained that they are putting in an inclusion and safeguarding post as there is 

currently no specific education person in the safeguarding team. As there was no one 

overseeing this for education, they have seen schools spending money 

commissioning a company to come in and provide safeguarding training. LN 

explained that they can oversee this to save schools money.  

TA pointed out that she could see the use of ‘consultants’ throughout the report and 

asked LN to elaborate on the use of consultants in certain areas as they try to steer 

away from using them. LN replied that schools want different expertise at different 

times and it is impossible for them to have the number of different things schools may 

be raising on their books full-time. So, when LN uses the word consultant, she is not 

talking about employing a consultant full time, only when they are needed, and this is 

the route that they have to go down to provide schools with the support that they 

require. It has also become much more common and there are a growing number of 

education consultants. 

TA enquired if there is any way that advisors could be incorporated back into schools. 

LN clarified that with the 4.4 people at risk in SIA, one of them is likely to get herself a 

job back within schools, but two of the others haven’t been in school for a long time, 

and so LN is unsure what they intend to do. 

TA is happy for LN to proceed. JM asked PB and JC to come back with any 

comments or objections on this by the 22nd. If LN doesn’t hear anything from PB/JC 

by that date, LN is free to proceed. 

JM finally asked LN to invite TU members to consultation. FS explained they have 

already done so. JM also asked LN to share the new structure moving forward with 

TU members once the consultation has been closed. LN agreed to do so. 
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TU’s will respond with questions or objections by Tuesday, 23 March 

3 Children’s Wellbeing Practitioner  

 

Suzy Francis/Flora Stevens presented 

BEHMHT CAMHS and London Borough of Enfield EPS collaborated in the provision 

of placements for Trainee Children’s Wellbeing Practitioners.  

They were employed by BEHMHT and deployed to work with the EPs.  The aims 

have been to increase access to psychological therapies through Early Help, the 

Library Service and school communities that are not in receipt of the Mental Health 

Support Teams 

Educational England want to increase the number of mental health specialists.  The 

service has worked with the BEH to provide support.  The support has been well 

attended and well received.  

It is now appropriate for Enfield Council to be the employer to increase efficiencies.  

5% of on-costs have been added to the proposed charge to the CCG to meet any 

service related running costs.  This will create 2 fte SO2 Children’s Wellbeing 

Practitioner Posts 

SF explained that Health Education England is committed to increasing the workforce 

of mental health practitioners. The Enfield and Haringey Mental Health Trust CAMHS 

and the London borough of Enfield Psychology Service collaborate on providing 

placements.  

SF explained that they have been working closely with the library service, putting on 

workshops, one of which had 190 attendees. 

They had three Children’s Well-being Practitioner although two have received jobs 

elsewhere, and so currently, they have two full-time equivalents at the CCG. 

There were no questions and TU members are happy for SF to proceed. 

TU’s had no objections to proceeding 

 

4 Whitewebbs Golf Course re-structure  

 

Marcus Harvey/Ferah Mustafa presented 

This report sets out the proposed restructure following from KD4849, proposed 

marketing and leasehold disposal of Whitewebbs Park Golf Course.  A forthcoming 

key decision report KD 5177 will details the outcome of the marketing of WWGC, the 

continued closure of WWGC and future proposals for the site.  

 
MH explained that Whitewebbs Golf Course has been a significant cost to the council 
year on year, despite efforts to reduce costs since 2014, the service has reduced its 
overall expenditure by £208k. Despite this, the annual income has fallen by £50k 
between 2016-2017 and 2019-2020 and is therefore financially unstable. The course 
is currently closed and has been since January 4th 2021. The Council intends to 
cease reopening the course to members and manage the golf course as parkland for 
the time being. There are other golf courses available in the borough.  
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The decision to close the golf course will present the following changes: permanent 
closure of golf course and retail provision, permanent closure of greenkeeping depot 
and revised maintenance of the site through park operations. 
  
There are 7 posts to be deleted: 

• 1 x Business Development Officer (golf) 
• 2 x Golf Shop Service Assistant 
• 3 x Assistant Greenkeeper, (one currently vacant) 
• 1 x Head greenskeeper, (currently vacant) 

 
MH’s department has several vacancies which potentially offer a match to the deleted 
posts.  
 
MH explained the financial impact, the annual cost to maintain the golf course as 
amenity parkland is £69k. There is a saving of £165,000 to offset through the loss of 
income from the golf course. Over 5 years the golf course has cost the council £1.1m 
and there have only been over 112,000 players on the course, each player costs the 
council £10, so the impact for the council is quite significant and it is clear that this is 
no longer sustainable. 
 
PB enquired if the decision has been made to close the golf course. MH explained a 
decision of notice will be presented on the 19th of March. The Council is not intending 
to reopen the golf course. PB also questioned why this meeting didn’t happen two 
weeks ago. MH explained that every effort was made to have this meeting, but MH 
was unaware of the paper being published. MH also understood that the Council 
wouldn’t be opening the golf course after the 29th of March and so this was the only 
slot before the 29th of March.  
 
PB asked who the author of the report is. MH clarified that this is the Director of 
Property and Economy, Mark Bradbury. 
 
PB also questioned whether the intention is to get someone else to run the golf 
course or for it to be a park. MH said that as he understands the idea is to lease 
Whitewebbs Golf Course out and during that time there will be planning permission 
(18-36 months). They will be maintaining it as an amenity parkland until a successful 
bidder has been awarded and the lease has been granted.  
  
PB mentioned that MH said there are vacancies in the park service and that these 
may be suitable for the greenkeepers. MH explained that there is 1 Scale 6 post that 
is currently being evaluated, and then there are services coming back in on the 1st of 
April and vacancies in Park Ops.  
 
MH explained that he is meeting with staff on Tuesday (23rd) and will invite TU 
members to these meetings. 
TU’s had no objections to proceeding 

5 TTO  

 

Julie Mimnagh provided an update 

JM discussed the proposed payment changes in relation to staff engaged to work 

Term Time Only.  The TU’s have already been engaged in relation to schools-based 
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staff and Sarah Fryer has led these consultations.  There will be a small number of 

Council based staff affected by the proposed changes. 

JM asked if TU colleagues would like this tabled separately at this meeting and TU 

members have seen all the papers and will follow up on meetings they have had with 

Sarah Fryer. 

 

6 Notes of previous meeting, 3 March 2021  

 

• Covid absence stats will be shared with TU colleagues. 

Discussed the potential changes regarding how Covid sickness is treated 

moving forward. 

 

7 Any other business  

 

TA enquired whether a manager would have to refer staff to occupational therapy. JM 

explained that if a member of staff require physio to help their recovery and facilitate 

their return to work they can have up to 6 sessions. They wouldn’t have to be absent 

from work for their manager to refer them. 

CS asked how the HR consultation is going and how long is left. JM informed CS that 

the consultation closed last Friday, and they are currently going through the feedback. 

They intend to be in a position to share the outcome with TU members next week and 

there will be a staff meeting to feedback and cover the next steps on March 31st. TU 

members will be invited. 

JM was providing the TU members with an update on covid stats. Staff who are 

reporting sick or recorded as self-isolating is 66 as of last week. CS asked JM to 

confirm the effects of the covid vaccine counting towards sickness and how ‘long 

covid’ will be treated. JM explained that if from mid-June the council starts to move 

towards business as normal and restrictions are lifted, covid will be treated as any 

other viral infection. There will be two sickness reasons relating to covid, one will be 

the short-term viral infection and the other will be long-term covid sickness. Before 

any changes are made, TU members and staff will be informed.  

JM informed TU members that the Council is starting to look at the plans to reopen its 

buildings in line with government restrictions being lifted. They are continuing to 

advise staff to work from home where they can. There is a project team looking at this 

and pulling together recommendations to the Gold group and EMT and this will also 

be shared with TU members and staff. PB asked when this will come to TU members. 

JM believes this will be around April. 

 

 

 

 Next meeting 

 Wednesday, 31 March 2021 10.30am 

Microsoft Teams 

 

  


